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ABSTRACT

The paper provides a review of the literature and discussion
of the value concept. The purpose of the paper is to develop an in¬
strument for measuring values in an organizational setting and explore
the relationships between values, roles and behavior.
There are basically two sociological processes discussed in
the paper. The first process involves the use of various types of
power as mechanisms for insuring that the values of key individuals in
an organization are reflected in the behaviors of organization members.
These key individuals are distinguished by their tendency to have
access to different types of power depending on their position in the
organization. The position characteristics of these individuals are
formal position of authority and position in the communication network
(liaisons).
A second process whereby organization members' behaviors are
influenced by the organizational value is through the development of
norms as a result of shared values among organization members. If
such a process were operating, we would find a good deal of conformity
between the values of group members and the behavior of group members
when there was high agreement among group members about values.
Specific hypotheses concerning the above roles, organizational values,
and organizational behaviors were developed.
Likert's "Profile of Organizational Characteristics" was sug¬
gested as an instrument to identify the behaviors of organization mem¬
bers, particularly relating to leadership, motivation, communication
and control. This same instrument was modified and suggested as a
tool for ascertaining the values of organization members relative to
the above behaviors. A network analysis was suggested as a method for
identifying members of groups and communication liaisons. Formal
positions of authority can be identified through the use of organiza¬
tional documents and charts.
A reliability test was done on the modifications of a shortened
version of the Likert Survey to determine under pretest conditions the
internal consistency of the survey when it was used to identify con¬
ceived values. The modifications of the Likert Survey were found to
display a high degree of internal reliability (r=+.85). The pretest
of the survey indicated that there seems to be a relationship between
value-behavior discrepancies and job satisfaction.

Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

It is often assumed by organizational analysts that organ¬
izational change can be implemented by changing the values of organi¬
zation members about the preferable communication interaction prac¬
tices that should take place in modern organizations.

Considerable

attention has been given to organizational development, which claims
that democratic leadership, participatory decision making and personal
development promote effectiveness and efficiency once they are imple¬
mented.

It is the position of this paper that, before the advocates

of such values sell their wares to business and government, it should
be scientifically demonstrated that value change is likely to have the
desired impacts on the nature of organizations.
An interesting paradox lies in OD consultants' consistent
reliance on top management to introduce change.

The following objec¬

tives were taken from a typical OD intervention described in an OD
text (French, Bell, 1973, p. 12).
As things evolved, there turned out to be six goals of
the change project: (1) to increase the abilities and skills
of the individual managers; (2) to build an effective top
management team; (3) to build stronger division and department
teams; (4) to improve the relations between work groups, . . .
and thus reduce the level of energy spent on competition;
(5) to change the managerial culture from one in which one
man made all the decisions to one which all managers made or
participated in decisions affecting them; and (6) to improve
the long range planning and decision-making abilities of
managers at all levels.
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Some of the human values OD consultants feel should become a
part of the organization are: "(1) The opportunity to make meaningful
contributions to the organization;

(2) the opportunity to have satis¬

fying interpersonal relationships;

(3) the opportunity to accept

responsibility;

(4) the opportunities for recognition on advancement;

(5) and the opportunities to stretch one's self and grow" (French,
Bell, 1973, preface).
A common way of instilling these values in the minds of mana¬
gers is to teach them about leadership styles.

The hope is that

changing managers' values will result in behavioral change through the
internalization of those values within managers.

Furthermore, if

these values do become part of management's orientation, there will be
a corresponding change in the whole organization over time as managers
implement their new leadership abilities and their "humane" values.
These are assertions.

While values are often logically prior

to behavior in a causal model, this does not imply psychological
causation.

There is little evidence about the way values are related

to the microstructure of human action, to individual decisions, and
their implementation (Kitwood, Smithers, 1975).
Three questions should be empirically observed.
1.

How do the values of managers influence their own
behavior?
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2. From an organizational viewpoint, can managers' valueoriented behaviors influence the values and behavior of
other organization members?
3. What are the social processes by which we might expect to
find managers' value-oriented behavior influencing the
values and behaviors of other organization members?
If we knew that management values were related to the values
and behaviors of managers and other organization members, then the
case for organizational change through value change would be stronger.
The first question is a psychological one and, as pointed out
by Kitwood (1975), difficult to explain because we know and can ob¬
serve very little about how the mind works.

The second question is a

sociological one, and a little easier to explore because we can ob¬
serve the ways in which people interact.

If we examine the third

question, we will gain information about whose values can be expected
to influence organization members' behaviors.

Purpose
The purpose of this paper is to bring these assumptions about
the effects of managers' values on members' behaviors to an empirical
level of investigation.

This paper will also investigate the social

processes of power and normative relationships within organizations.
Such social processes are the means by which values can become
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determinants of behavior.

Studying these social processes will help

to pinpoint where and how we can expect to observe the effects of
values on behavior.

The following steps will be taken to pursue this

purpose.
Chapter I
Step 1:

Review of Relevant Literature
A review of the literature on the value concept as it
has thus far been developed will be conducted.

Step 2:

A case will be made for the study of values in an
organizational context.

Such values are concerned

with organizational behavior but are held by an indi¬
vidual or are shared by a group of individuals who
are members of organizations.
Step 3:

A specific definition of the value concept will be
developed that will allow values to be studied through
individuals' responses to questionnaires designed to
elicit information on values about organizational
behavior.

Step 4:

A review of the literature concerning power in organ¬
izations will be conducted.

Knowledge of these power

processes in organizations will lead to the identi¬
fication of those people whose values can be
expected to determine organization members' behaviors.
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Step 5;

The literature on the norming process in organiza¬
tion will be examined as another method by which
values may influence organizational behavior.

Chapter II
Step 6;

Hypotheses for Investigation
Based on the definition of value and an understanding
of the social processes found in organizations,
hypotheses aimed at identifying the relationships
between values and organization members' behaviors
will be developed.

Chapter III Methodology
Step 7:

An applied definition of the value concept will be
used to develop a questionnaire designed to tap the
values that may be expected to exist in an organiza¬
tional setting.

Step 8:

Other relevant methodological considerations, addi¬
tional instruments, and operational definitions will
be explained.

Chapter IV
Step 9:

Pretest of the Questionnaire
The results of a pretest of the value questionnaire
(Step 7) will be presented and discussed.

Chapter V

Conclusion, Expected Results, and Suggestions for
Further Study
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Step 10: The expected results and implications of the resarch
design presented in this paper will be discussed.

These steps will result in a research design that will, hope¬
fully, enable future researchers to study OD assumptions about the
effect of values on organization member behavior.

Review of Relevant Literature
Values.

The frequency of value questions in decision making

warrants an understanding of values as they have become conceptualized
in the literature.

What are values?

Intuitively, we recognize that

values influence individuals and that individuals are influenced by
society and organizations.

How much can we know about values as they

relate to behavior?
Primarily, scholars have been concerned with values and indi¬
vidual behavior.

In 1951, Kluckhohn conceptualized a value as "a

conception, explicit or implicit, distinctive of an individual or
characteristic of a group, of the desirable which influences the
selection from available modes, means, and ends of action" (p. 395).
Values have dimensions of "content" (aesthetic, moral), "intent"
(process-instrumental or end state-goal), "generality" (specific roles
or. thematic), "intensity . . ., extent . . ., and organization"
(pp. 413-419).

Smelser (1963) regarded values as general statements

of legitimate ends which do not "exist" but must be imputed by the
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observer.

The validity of the imputation rests on the observer's

ability to explain the particular behavior being observed.

Rokeach

(1973) classified two basic types of values: terminal values and
instrumental values.

Terminal values are beliefs about preferable end

states and instrumental values are beliefs about preferable modes of
conduct.

Every value, according to Rokeach, is preferable to an

opposite value.
social values.

Terminal values can be either personal values or
Instrumental values may be either moral values (ought

or should statements) or competence values (abilities to influence).
Laszlo (1973, p. 258) described "manifest values" (expressed values)
and "normative values"
subject).

(norms which are a programmed part of the

Manifest values and normative values correspond respec¬

tively with explicit and implicit values described by Kluckhohn.
Rokeach (1973) suggested that a major characteristic of values
is that they are stated broadly and are the most general statements of
ends and processes.

Consequently, there are relatively few values

compared to attitudes, interests, or beliefs.
Although comprehensive classifications of values have been
attempted, there are many differences between classifications.
Kluckhohn (1951) stated:
Much of the confusion
edly arises from the fact
category in mind, another
still another a different
covered any comprehensive

in discussion about values undoubt¬
that one speaker has the general
a particular limited type of value,
specific type. We have not dis¬
classification of values. Golightly
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has distinguished essential and operational values; C. I.
Lewis, intrinsic, extrinsic, inherent, and instrumental values.
The Cornell group speaks of asserted and operating values.
Perry has discriminated values according to modalities of
interest: positive-negative, progressive-recurrent,
potential-actual, and so on. There are various content clas¬
sifications such as: hedonic, aesthetic, religious, economic,
ethical, and logical. The best known of the content groupings
is Spranger's (used in the Allport-Vernon test of values):
theoretical, economic, aesthetic, social, political, and
religious. The objection to these content classifications is
that they are culture bound. Ralph White has distinguished
one hundred 'general values' and twenty-five 'political
values' all with special references to Western culture
(p. 412).
Another problem in researching and experimenting with values
has been in making accurate inferences between expressed values and
hidden values in an attempt to discover hidden values.

Kluckhohn

(1951) stated that verbal and nonverbal behaviors are equally indic¬
ative of values.

However, inferences based on behaviors are difficult

and day to day 'situations must be observed.

This long-term obser¬

vation should be combined with experimental methods to increase the
validity of inferences about values based on behavior.
Kluckhohn's statements tend to reflect some of the difficul¬
ties and confusion about values which arise from the concepts of
"process" and "end state" values.

Rokeach (1973) explained that there

is not a one-to-one correspondence between instrumental and terminal
values.

Several means may be used to obtain one end, and also, sev¬

eral ends may be achieved through one process.

Vickers (1973) pointed

to the fact that it is possible for changing relations (i.e.,
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proccesses) to be regarded as ends in some contexts.
chief element of confusion is the time dimension.

Probably the

For instance,

processes happening now such as steel production may become ends if a
company desires increased steel production at some point in the fu¬
ture; thus, the production process becomes an end state.

Accordingly,

instrumental and terminal values may be interchangeable if they are
thought of over time and as undergoing change.

Rokeach (1973) chose

to conceptually assume that terminal and instrumental values were
different unless experimental conditions indicated otherwise.
For the purposes of this paper, values will generally be con¬
sidered to be either expressed or hidden and to concern either end
states or processes (Kluckhohn, 1951; Rokeach, 1973; Laszlo, 1973;
Vickers, 1973).

A more specific definition that is more appropriate

to organizations will be offered later.

It is a contention of this

paper that values affect individual's behavior in organizations.

This

contention is in line with most of the work done so far in value
theory, which has been concerned with values and individual behavior
from a psychological perspective.

The next section takes a socio¬

logical perspective and is a discussion of values as determinants of
members' behavior in organizations.

In this paper, such values have

been called organizational values because they are concerned with end
states or processes of individual behavior in organizations.
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Values in Organizations
Up to now we have been attempting to gain an understanding of
the value concept as it is thought to exist within the individual.

We

can safely conclude that it is believed by many theorists that values
play a significant role in human action.

Where values exist, they

logically preclude and probably influence individuals' preferences
among different end states and their preferences for achieving those
outcomes.

But, why are values important to organizations?

We know so little about the values of individuals because of
our inability to understand and observe the inner workings of what
Parsons and Shils (1951) call the personality system.

Parsons men¬

tioned two other ways of organizing the elements of action.

These two

systems are cultural systems and social systems.
The personality system is the system comprising the inter¬
connections of the actions of an individual actor.
[HisJ
actions are organized by a structure of need dispositions.
[T]he goals or norms involved in a single action of one actor
will be affected and limited by one another and by other goals
and norms of the same actor. A social system is a system of
action which involves a process of interaction between two or
more actors; the interaction process as such is the focus of
the observer's attention. The situation toward which the
actors are oriented includes other actors (alters) . . .
[whom] are objects of cathexis [emotional concentration].
Alters' various orientations may be either goals to be pur¬
sued or means for the accomplishment of goals. There is (in a
social system) interdependent and, in part, concerted action in
which the concert is a function of collective of normative and
cognitive expectations . . . [A] cultural system is not an
empirical system in the same sense as a personality or social
system, because it represents a special kind of abstraction of
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elements from these systems.
[It] is a pattern of culture
whose different parts are interrelated to form value sys¬
tems, belief systems, and systems of expressive symbols
(1951, p. 55).
When we speak of organizations we are speaking of social sys¬
tems described by Parsons

(1951).

All three of the above systems are

critical subject matter for the theory of action.
become
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Cultural systems

institutionalized in social systems, and internalized in per¬

sonality systems" and thus they "guide the actor with respect to both
the orientation to ends and normative regulation of means and of ex¬
pressive activities, whenever the need-dispositions of the actor allow
choices in these matters"

(p.

56).

What this means is that organizations as social systems hold
values in the form of goal orientations (i.e., common values) which
are held among people (i.e., personality systems).

Organizations'

value patterns and peoples' value patterns are both contributed to and
are affected by cultural value systems.

This paper is in part con¬

cerned with those "common values" which guide the actions of organ¬
izations.

Again,

from Parsons on page 56:

A person is said to have 'common values' with another when
either (1) he wants the group in which he and the other belong
to achieve a certain group goal which the other also wants, or
(2) he intrinsically values conformity with the requirements
laid down by the other.
Given Parson's requirements for the existence of common values
in organizations, an observer could infer the existence of
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organizational values if he were to find the following two relation¬
ships between organizational members.
1. Some consensus among organization members about prefer¬
ences in organizational orientations to ends or means
To observe agreement about values does not imply that such agreed upon
values are requirements to which the group must conform.

Therefore,

an observer must also find:
2. A relationship between organizational orientations toward
ends or means (values) and specific actions taken by the
organization in accomplishing those ends and means
(behaviors)
Up to this point values have been discussed generally from
both a psychological perspective and a sociological perspective.

This

section has concluded with the two above conditions that should exist
if an observer were to infer the existence of common values in organ¬
ization that seem to be influencing the behavior of organization
members.
In order to pursue the purpose of this paper to develop a
method of measuring and studying values in organizations, a more spe¬
cific definition of the value concept is needed.

The next section

refines the value concept further so that a method of measuring values
can be developed in Chapter III.
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The remainder of Chapter I will discuss in more detail the
social relationship that have been generally mentioned in this section
Those sections on power, roles, and norms will help develop hypotheses
about the influence of values on organizations because such relation¬
ships are the processes by which values can become determinants of
behavior.

A Definition of the Value Concept
As can be seen by the previous review of the value concept,
much has been said about values but little agreement has been reached
about their exact nature or the methods that may be employed in their
identification.

Kitwood and Smithers (1975) list the various attempts

to study values and argue that the value survey of Rokeach (1967) is
"based on a conception of value which is, arguably, more accurate than
those of earlier workers"

(Kitwood, Smithers, p. 176).

The earliest, and probably the best known, is the AllportVernon-Lindzey Study of Values (1960) . . . Forms of this test
have been used for over 30 years. However, since it has been
designed to assess 'the dominant interests of the personality,1
it really does not measure values as such, for while values
pervade all interest areas, they are neither synonymous or co¬
extensive with them. Another approach, Morris's (1956) Waysto-Live study, which might have led to much further work, but
which now seems largely forgotten, measures values as preferred
life styles. The famous Value Orientations study of Kluckhohn
and Strodtbeck (1961) treats values as answers to certain fun¬
damental questions about the nature of reality. Gordon's Sur¬
vey of Interpersonal Values (1960) and Survey of Personal
Values (1964) overlap considerably with the concept of 'need'
adopted by workers such as Murray (1938) ...
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Milton Rokeach, probably more than any other living
psychologist# has appreciated the centrality of values in the
understanding of human behavior.

r

Yet# Kitwood and Smithers (1975) offer several suggestions for
questionnaire design based on criticisms of Rokeach's Survey as an
instrument for measuring human values.

A questionnaire method of

measuring values would have to meet the following requirements: a) It
should be based on a clear definition of the value area,
be conceptually simple.

b)

It should

The best kind of item is probably one which

involves realistic decision making referring to concrete situations,
rather than abstractions,

c)

It should be non-ipsative# so that it is

capable of measuring variation in intensity and is sensitive to low
levels of valuing,
too high.

d) The constraints on the respondent should not be

(These arguments appear in similar form on p. 178.)

How then can we overcome the obvious difficulties of identify¬
ing values that significantly relate to behavior?
go back to the work of Morris

(1956).

Perhaps we should

As early as 1949# Morris dis¬

cussed axiology as the science of preferential behavior,

in his later

article in 1956# he distinguished three basic types of values: oper¬
ative values, conceived values, and object values.

These types of

values are explained in "A Theory of Value" by William R. Catton, Jr.
(1959).
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If we study a person's actual preferences among an array of
desiderata [anything of desire], any discerned regularities
may cause us to speak of that person's values; these are what
Charles Morris has called 'operative values.'
If we emphasize
those preferences which seem to be based on a person's antic¬
ipation of the outcome of alternative behaviors, then the
regularities to which we refer may be called his 'conceived
values.' If we assume that, apart from his actual prefer¬
ences and his anticipatory preferences, he ought to prefer
certain things and disprefer others, then we are speaking of
'object values'—those things which 'are in fact' preferable,
whether or not preferred, and whether or not conceived as
preferable by the subject . . . [A]11 three usages of the
term 'values' have in common some association with the con¬
cept of preference. Value may refer to the preferred, to
what is conceived as preferable, or to the 'actually'
preferable (italics theirs, p. 311).
Operative values are those values which are influencing be¬
havior and logically may be inferred from active behavioral prefer¬
ences among objects of desire.

Operative values are inferred from

what the individual does, as opposed to what he says he will do.
Object values are those which can be referred to as cultural or soci¬
etal preferences that simply exist and might be inferred from collec¬
tive action in rituals or ceremonies.
pose unique problems in measurement.
from individual behavior?

Operative and object values
How can an observer infer values

How can object values be inferred from

collective behavior patterns?

In such cases, what behaviors are

indicative of what values?
A great deal more theoretical analysis and creative theory
building is called for in order to operationally define and identify
values which may influence human action, but which may not even be
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known to the subject.

The dangers of outside observers making infer¬

ences about such implicit values have already been discussed in this
paper.

Unfortunately, the development of a theoretical model that

deals with these issues and moves toward an identification of implicit
values of individuals in organizations is beyond the scope of this
paper.
The types of values left to the researcher to identify and
analyze are conceived values.

Catton defines a conceived value as:

"a conception of the desirable which is implied by a set of prefer¬
ential responses to symbolic desiderata" (p. 312).

This definition

calls for the study of values, whether they may or may not be oper¬
ative or object values, as "taken by the valuer" (p. 312).
Hereinafter, when values are referred to, they will be used in
accordance with this definition of the value concept.

Symbolic desid¬

erata may be translated to mean words about desired ends or means of
individual or organization action, depending on the context in which
values are discussed.

Obviously, this definition lends itself to

investigation through the use of questionnaires.
In Chapter III, where the methodology for the study of organ¬
izational values will be presented, a questionnaire will be suggested
for use in identifying values salient to organizational behavior.

The

value questions used in the survey will be based on the definition of
conceived values presented in this section.
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However, for the moment, our discussion will turn to the
social processes operating in organizations that facilitate the inte¬
gration of organizational values and organizational behavior.

Organizational Values, Roles, and Power
in Organizations
The specific intent of this section is to identify the charac¬
teristics of individuals whose values may be expected to influence the
behaviors of others in an organizational setting.

To identify these

possible individual characteristics, it will be necessary to ask our¬
selves what we already know about how people can influence each other.
There have been few empirical studies that determine whose
values affect performance in organizations (Zald, 1963).

A recent

study that attempts to determine the effect of particular individuals'
values on organizational innovation (Hage, Dewar, 1973).

Hage and

Dewar identify elite values, leader values, and member values, com¬
pared to centralization, complexity and formalization as explanations
for innovations.

From Hage and Dewar we learned little about the

characteristics of those whose values might have influenced innovation
because membership in these groupings overlapped.

For instance, the

executive director was included in all the member groupings: Leader
values (Executive Directors), Elite values (Executive Director and
Lieutenants), Behavioral Elites mode (those involved in decision
making plus Executive Director), Formal Elites (Executive Director and
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Department Heads), and the Entire Staff.

Not surprisingly, these

authors found the values of the Executive Director and all those
involved in decision making to be the best predictors of innovation in
organizations.
One more recent study in 1973 explored the moderating effect
of individual values on the relationships between participation in
decision making and attitudes toward the job.

The authors. White and

Ruh, found no support for their hypothesis that individual values
would differentially affect participation.

One of the reasons they

cite for their lack of results is their use of the Rokeach Value
Survey - Form D to determine individual values.

This value survey has

been criticized as too general and ipsative (Kitwood, Smithers, 1975).
It yields value scores (they are ranked) for an individual that are
numerically dependent on the subject's scores on other values.
"[Tjherefore [the scores of one individual are] not strictly compar¬
able with the scores of other individuals" (White, Ruh, 1973, p. 513).
When participation was used as a more specific type of value
orientation (White, Ruh, 1973), significant results were obtained
through the use of ratings to quantify the participation value (a nor¬
mative rather than ipsative measurement).
As an overview of the works previously mentioned and their
relationship to the study of organization values, the following obser¬
vations can be made.
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1. Little has been learned about the characteristics of indi¬
viduals whose values might influence organization member behavior and
values.

Most value leaders have been characterized as executives or

participators in decision making.

It may be argued that those in¬

volved in decision making may be reflecting the values of others in
the organization who have power relative to their access to valuable
information and resources, or who have power relative to their access
to the consensus of organization members as a source of influence.
2. What we know about the effect of values on organization
performance is limited.

Part of this problem lies in the use of very

broad statements as values or the use of ipsative ranking techniques
to assign numerical values to them.
Since the literature has not been very helpful, it is neces¬
sary to explore what we know about the nature of power or influence in
order to postulate the characteristics individuals might have in order
to exercise power.

The assumption here is that those who can exercise

power over others can affect the values and behaviors of organization
members.
We can begin our exploration of power by discussing what
Parsons (1951) terms institutionalization.

Parsons and Shil, in their

book Toward a General Theory of Action, described institutionalization
as "internalization of common values by the members of a collectivity,
and also the enunciation of prescriptive or prohibitory role
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expectations by occupants of responsible roles" (1951, p. 203).

It is

seldom the case that there will be only one internally consistent sys¬
tem of values within a collectivity.

Social systems are more or less

integrated, that is, members of groups will seldom hold all or no com¬
mon values.
The allocative nature of these value patterns discussed by
Parsons and Shil (1951) makes them particularly significant to inte¬
gration within social systems.

That is, they are relevant to the

. . . regulation of the allocative flow of personnel, facil¬
ities, and rewards among roles and incumbents of roles; . . .
they may describe the roles and systems of roles within which
this flow is to take place. Or finally, their relevance may
be in defining the boundaries of the obligations of solidarity
[value integration among members] and the area of permissive¬
ness which these leave open" (p. 219, 220).
Parsons and Shils (1951) claimed that when individuals or sub
groups within the collectivity cannot agree spontaneously about these
value patterns, some sort of adjudication or settlement is necessary.
Such bargaining or discussion may be the result of the application of
coercive power (coercive power is defined as "the imposition of depri¬
vations which cannot be evaded because attempting to do so would
result in other more serious deprivations," p. 220).
threat of coercive power is effective.

Sometimes the

Coercive power is more signif¬

icant in situations where extreme disintegration is existing.
However, most of the solutions to differences in value pat¬
terns have their roots in the shared, generalized cultural patterns of
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orientations in society.

Thus, sometimes differences can be worked

out through trial and error bargaining until agreement on the terms of
exchange are reached.

At other times, agreement is reached because

the parties involved allow declarations of settlement or legislation
by authorities whose powers are regarded as legitimate in light of the
generalized cultural patterns of value orientations shared by the
parties in disagreement.
The value patterns "by which expectations are made mutual and
articulated so that both ego and alter obtain the gratification which
they seek in the particular situation . . . [are] the functional
link[s] between allocation and integration" [pp. 220,221).
The previous description of Parsons and Shils' theoretical
conceptualization of value integration within social systems is admit¬
tedly presented somewhat abstractly and even too briefly.

It is

expected that we can gather two notions from their work:
(a) We should develop a sense for the ways in which collective
value orientations are dynamically related to integration,
organization, role expectations and assignment, and the
parameters under which power and authority can be used.
(b) There appears to be an association between the allocation
of personnel, rewards, and roles and the shared value
patterns of individuals and groups.
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If values are to be studied, the observer must know who might
be expected to hold values that are important to the behaviors of
organization members.

It is necessary to explore power, roles, and

norms in order to understand the conditions under which values become
influential to the behavior of members.
An understanding of the roles, power relations that might
exist in organizations will help to determine whose values and which
values are important.

It is well known that differences in values

between one's manager and one's peers can result in conflict for the
employee attempting to please his manager and remain accepted in his
work group.

Therefore, it now becomes necessary to look at the way

other researchers have classified power in relation to the allocation
of personnel, rewards, and roles.

Power Relations
Etzioni classifies power relations according to three types:
coercive, utilitarian, and normative (Coleman, Etzioni, Porter, 1970).
While the core of normative relations is symbolic, the core of utili¬
tarian and coercive relationships is primarily nonsymbolic.

That is,

while threats of coercion are symbolic and while utilitarian relation¬
ships rely heavily on interests and material objects, the nature and
distribution of material objects themselves are of much importance to
coercive and utilitarian relationships.

"[T]oo much has been made by
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contemporary sociologists of the symbolic elements of legitimation in
the concept of authority and too little of the other component, the
actual capacity to use force"

(p. 118, emphasis added).

Warren, in a rather enlightening study entitled "Power, Visi¬
bility, and Conformity in Formal Organizations" (1968), further clas¬
sifies power relations into coercive, reward, expert, legitimate and
referent.

These classifications probably fit into Etzioni's (1970)

three types, but they also give us more information about the situ¬
ations in which they are used.
When Warren studied these power bases in elementary schools he
found "a general increase in conformity with the number of power bases
utilized"

(1960) by elementary schools.

originated with French and Raven (1960).

The power bases Warren used
They were defined in

Warren's article (1968, p. 953).
Coercive power involves the concept of influence based on
the expectation of punishment for failure to conform to an
influence attempt.
Reward power ... is closely related to coercive power.
If one conforms to gain acceptance reward power is at work.
Expert power is derived from the extent of knowledge or
perceived knowledged possessed by a group or individual.
Legitimate power is induced by norms or values of a group
that individuals accept by virtue of their socialization into
the group.
Referent power involves the concept of identification.
If
referring to a group, then an individual seeks membership in
such a group or has a desire to remain in an association
already established.
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Given an understanding of the kinds of power relationships
that exist in organizations, we can posit two characteristics which
place individuals in positions to use the various types of power in
order to influence the degree of integration found in organizations.
In positing these characteristics, we are assuming that individuals
with these characteristics are in positions to use power because of
their access to resources available to the organization.

Formal positions of authority.

Under varying conditions,

anyone in an organization is potentially in a position to use any one
of the power bases previously described.

Yet, individuals in formal

positions of authority are particularly well situated to dole out
resources as rewards or punishment to individuals or groups.

Thus,

they can most readily use Reward and Coercive Power to integrate
values among organization members and groups.
other ways besides formal assignment.

Power is obtained in

The next section illustrates

how individuals gain power by virtue of their access to information
their coworkers need.

Communication liaisons.

Rogers and Rogers (1975), Lawrence

and Lorsch (1969), and Likert (1967) discuss linking pin functions in
organizational communication.

These functions are people who serve as

communication bridges between groups and individuals within organiza¬
tions.

Rogers and Rogers describe four important individual
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communication roles: the liaison, the gatekeeper, the opinion leader,
and the cosmopolite.
The liaison, like the linking pin, operates as the "cement
that holds the structural 'bricks' of the organization together"
(p. 135).

Without liaisons an organization would simply fall apart

since groups would not be able to communicate with each other in the
accomplishment of tasks.

Davis (1953), who studied the Jacobson and

Seashore (1951) study of the Johnson Company, reported that in that
company only ten percent of its 67 executives were liaisons.

Thus,

many manager are not in a position to coimunicate or influence others
even though they have formal authority.
Another key individual in the communication structure of an
organization is the gatekeeper.

The gatekeeper is "an individual

located in a communication channel" (Rogers and Rogers, p. 133).

A

gatekeeper may provide the function of decreasing the information
overload and to control information flows.

In this control process,

it is likely that the gatekeeper must be selective in determining the
information that does get through their channel.
The opinion leader is another individual who is very much a
part of the communication structure.

He is "an individual able to

informally influence other individuals' attitudes or overt behavior
with relative frequency"

(pp. 21,33).

In comparison to others,

opinion leaders "are characterized by (1) a wider range of exposure to
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external and technically competent sources of information,

(2) greater

accessibility to their followers, and (3) higher conformity to the
norms of the group they lead"

(p. 139).

Finally, "a cosmopolite is an individual who has a relatively
high degree of communication with the system's environment" (p. 139).
These individuals are concentrated at the top and the very bottom of
the organization.

Through their ability to exchange information with

the organization's environment, cosmopolites provide organization
openness with the environment.
Of primary concern to this study is the liaison.

Regardless

of his potential role as gatekeeper, cosmopolite or opinion leader,
the liaison is in a position to use expert power because of his know¬
ledge of information external to the groups with which the liaison
interacts.

He may use that information, perhaps about research funds

available outside the organization, to reward or punish (not inform)
individuals or groups who do not conform to his values.
The opinion leader is obviously particularly important to value
integration and conformity in groups.

However, identifying opinion

leaders is an extremely difficult process that requires long term
observation of a group along with careful content analysis of the
interchanges that take place among group members.

As a result, due to

limited resources, only liaisons will be studied in this paper.
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This section has focused on power as a part of value integra¬
tion within organizations.

We assume that individuals who are able to

allocate resources, i.e., managers and liaisons, will be able to
influence the amount of integration that occurs within organizations.
We expect liaisons and individuals in authority positions to have such
power.

These individuals can most readily use expert power, reward

power and coercive power.
Legitimate power and referent power have also been discussed
briefly in this section.

These types of power are found in groups

which exhibit structure through shared values, norms, and communi¬
cation interactions.

Groups are important to value integration because

they have the power to grant or withhold social rewards to the members
of the group.

The next section discusses the interaction of values,

norms, and power as another method for influencing the amount of inte¬
gration that occurs within organizations.

This interaction results in

the legitimate power and referent power already discussed in this
section.

Values, Norms, and Power
Up to this point, we have been discussing the effect of one
individual's values on the behavior of others.

We have suggested that

certain individuals may take advantage of various power conditions
that they have access to in order to influence others to comply with
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their preferences about how supervision should take place.
happens when individuals begin to form groups?

But, what

How do groups influ¬

ence power relations in organizations?
Many organization members behave in certain ways simply
because those behaviors are derived from their own values.

These

values may have already been a part of a person's frame of mind before
he/she entered the organization.

In other cases, the individual may

have internalized certain values as a result of his or her experiences
as a member of a group.
An administrator may seek out groups which allow him to
exercise behaviors consistent with his own values.

He may recognize

which group to choose by the norms exhibited by the group or organi¬
zation.

When there is a high degree of agreement among organization

members about certain values then the use of power is unnecessary
unless deviant behaviors occur that are inconsistent.
In order to more fully understand the potential relationship
between shared group values and legitimate power, we will need to dis¬
cuss briefly the distinction between values and norms.
Smelser (1963) regarded norms as rules, principles, and ways
of integrating the action of sub-units of a system to the system's
values.

He described values as more generalized ends (Democracy) and

norms as specific ways or means (rights, privileges, property laws)
which contribute to the larger concept of values (Democracy).
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Rokeach (1973) summarized quite well the relationship between
norms and values.
behavior.
tain ways.

Norms are concerned only with specific modes of

They are prescriptions or proscriptions to behave in cer¬
Values serve as criteria of the desirable which provide

grounds for accepting or rejecting norms.

Norms are consensual and

external to the person, whereas values may be intrinsic to the person
"Norms are prescriptions.

However, they are defined situ-

ationally, as ego's obligation, alter's expectation or whatever, they
always have the logical form of an 'ought' sentence.
defining characteristic"

This is their

(Hawthorn, 1970).

We can see that norms are the rules members of a group must
obey if they are to remain members of the group.
from shared values.

Norms are derived

When group members hold similar preferences,

it may be said that they hold shared values.

When those members

become strong enough in their group identity, they may agree that
members of the group ought to behave in ways that reflect the shared
values of the group.
behavior.

This group has developed norms or rules for

Value integration has occurred because of the normative

processes at work in this group.

Power and Group Norms
We have thus far described two processes by which organiza¬
tional values can influence the behaviors in organizations: 1) the
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use of power and 2) the normative process.

For the purposes of dis¬

cussion we divided them into distinctly different processes.

Yet, as

implied by much of what has been said, the separation of power and
norms is an artificial one.
Blau (1974) warns of the dangers of using power irrespective
of the norms present in groups and organization.

It is the norms of

groups that grants those who have coercive power legitimate authority.
The manager who discharges his responsibilities by refrain¬
ing from resort to his coercive powers and by devoting effort
to benefiting subordinates obligates them to himself. Only
the shared values of a social collectivity can legitimate the
power or influence of a superior and thus transform it into
authority. The distinguishing criterion of authority sug¬
gested is that structural constraints rooted in the collectiv¬
ity of subordinates rather than instruments of power or influ¬
ences wielded by the superior himself enforce compliance with
his directives" (p. 50).
As a result of the group's dependence on and obligations
toward a superior, compliance to his directives become common norms
among the group members.

They are internalized by the members and

enforced against potential deviates.

Even members who are part of the

group but who hold no personal obligations to the superior submit to
his authority.

Oddly enough, the paradox pointed out by Blau is that

it is the official power of sanction that makes subordinates dependent
on the superior, thereby making the legitimation process possible in
the first place.
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We cannot ignore the importance of individuals, who are mem¬
bers of such highly structured groups, to integration within organ¬
izations.

Therefore, group membership is the third characteristic of

organization member whose values are likely to influence the behavior
of organization members

Groups.

A group, made up of individuals who interact fre¬

quently and who share common values, is in a position to develop norms
that bring about integration within the organization.

Referent power

can be used by groups to force individuals to conform to the group's
values if they wish to remain in the group.

Groups, even more impor¬

tantly, may, through their common values and the normative process,
withhold or grant legitimation to those who are in formal position of
authority.
disagree.

Of course, this power is somewhat less if other groups
One would suspect serious conflict in the event this were

to happen.

Conclusion
In this chapter we have identified the characteristics of
individuals whose values could be influencing the behavior of organ¬
ization members.

The characteristics are formal position of author¬

ity, liaison position, and group membership.

They have been identi¬

fied through an exploration of power and norms as methods for inte¬
grating values and behaviors in organization.

Through relations of
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power, organization members and subgroups bargain for objects of
material or symbolic importance to them.

The use of power determines

the evaluative standards individuals must use in the exchange process
and thus the amount of integration that occurs within a collectivity
or organization.

When the use of power is legitimized through the

development and use of shared group norms, the amount of integration
that occurs within a collectivity is increased significantly.
This chapter addresses the need to empirically verify the
importance of individual characteristics, power and norms in relation
to value integration within organizations.

Organizational consultants

are at present assuming the importance of these relationships in their
attempts to introduce change in organizations.
What remains to be done is the delineation of the specific
hypotheses, measurement instruments, operational definitions, and
statistical forms of analysis that can be used in the investigation of
the above relationships.

Chapter II

HYPOTHESES FOR INVESTIGATION

It is clear from our discussion in Chapter I, that, if we were
to observe an organization, we would expect to find varying degrees of
discrepancy between behaviors of organization members and the values
of organization members.

Thus, for each member, this value-

behavior discrepancy may be thought of as the difference between the
mean score on a series of statements about values and the mean score
on a series of comparable statements about behaviors the member sees
in the organization.*
The general proposition to be investigated in this research
design is:
The discrepancy between behaviors of organization members
and the values of organization members will be differentially
affected by the roles of these members in the organization's
structure.
The above proposition assumes that organization members who
play various roles in the organization participate in and or will be
subject to social process of interaction that facilitate value inte¬
gration within the organization.

The two interrelated processes that

we have discussed in this paper are power relations and normative
relations.

♦Expressed in symbolic form, this observation reads:
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We have posited that organization members who are in positions
of authority and who are liaisons in the communication process within
the organization are most likely to be in positions to use coercive,
reward and expert power as methods for facilitating value integration
within the organization.

These roles, authority position and liaison,

can exercise power because of their access to resources needed by
organization members.

They can withhold or distribute resources as

sanctions and rewards to induce members to display behaviors that are
consistent with a manager's or liaison's values.
On the basis of these power relations, as a starting point for
studying value integration, the following two hypotheses can be tested
in support of the general proposition,
Organization members who are in positions of authority
will display less value-behavior discrepancy than will
members of the organization who are not in positions
of authority.
H2

Organization members who are liaisons will display less
value-behavior discrepancy than will organization mem
bers who are not liaisons.

If we found support for the notion that members in authority
positions and members who are liaisons seem to display lower levels of
value-behavior discrepancy than other organization members, we might
conclude that these roles affect value-behavior discrepancy of the
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incumbents.

Since it is possible that there may be members who are

both liaisons and in positions of authority, we might expect such in¬
dividuals to have an even larger effect on value-behavior discrep¬
ancies.

Thus follows our next two hypotheses.
Organization members who are liaisons and who are also
in positions of authority will display less valuebehavior discrepancy than will organization members
who are in positions of authority only.

\ Organization members who are liaisons and who are also
in positions of authority will display less valuebehavior discrepancy than will organization members
who are liaisons only.
The above four hypotheses are based on the assumption that
power should be somewhat effective in decreasing value-behavior dis¬
crepancy in organization members.

However, Blau (1974) argues that

power only begins the integrative process.

If the integrative process

is to approach a maximum level of effectiveness, power and authority
relations must go through a legitimization procedure to strengthen and
support the right of the individual in a power or authority position
to set and control the values and behaviors of members.

Indeed,

should this normative process be successful, the integrative process
will be maintained and controlled by a group of organization members
that has developed norms or rules for behavior for group members based
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on a shared set of values.

If these group r^orms legitimize the power

and authority of those people possessing power and authority, the
group will regulate the behavior of its members so that they will
submit to the control of legitimate authority figures.

The group now

has the power to grant or withhold membership in the group as a method
of controlling its members.

When the legitimization procedure is

added to the power and authority relations members are subject to, it
is clear that the integrative process is likely to be much more effec¬
tive.
A group can be characterized in many different ways.

In its

least structured use, a group can refer to a collection of individuals
who have in common some characteristic of similarity.

Thus, we can

refer to a group of managers who all hold positions of authority in an
organization.

Another definition of group can include more structure

by requiring members to interact on a regular basis.

For example, our

group of managers would then be expected to meet regularly or discuss
information frequently during coffee breaks.

An even more structured

type of group would have all that we have just mentioned and also
share the same values.

For instance, in their interactions, our

managers may agree that employees should be free to discuss problems
they are having with their work with their managers.

Finally, a group

will exhibit the greatest amount of structure when norms develop that
stipulate that the managers ought to solicit the opinions of their
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employees.

Of course, a manager who continually ignores this norm and

who fails to exhibit behaviors that reflect the shared values of his
group will find himself losing his status and membership in this
highly structured group.
It is extremely difficult to identify empirically the most
highly structured of the groups mentioned above.

The normative pro¬

cess is quite dynamic, and direct observation techniques that last
over long periods of time are required if the process is to be studied
However, techniques are available for observing frequency of
communication in organizations.
more detail in Chapter III.

Those techniques will be discussed in

The identification of the frequency of

interaction among individuals would enable us to identify groups of
the second order, i.e., who have common characteristics and who have
variable levels of interaction frequency.
While interaction frequency may not tell us the full effect of
a highly structured group on value-behavior discrepancies, it may
reveal a good deal of information about value-behavior discrepancy
when managers or liaisons begin to act as if they were becoming a
group due to their increased communication frequency.
We can measure communcation frequency by referring to the num¬
ber of times groups or sets of managers or liaisons express mutual
choices of whom they prefer to communicate within each group or set
by asking individuals in the collection to select the individual they
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communicate with most frequently.

In order to gain more information

about the impact of communication frequency on value-behavior dis¬
crepancy, the following hypotheses are offered for investigation.
H

Organization members who are in positions of authority
and who exhibit high mutual choice communication fre
quencies will display less value-behavior discrepancy
than will organization members who are in positions of
authority who exhibit low mutual choice communication
frequencies.

The same type of hypothesis can be tested in the case of the
liaison.
H

6

Organization members who are liaisons and who exhibit high
mutual choice communication frequencies will display less
value-behavior discrepancy than will organization members
who are liaisons who exhibit low mutual choice communi¬
cation frequencies.

The above six hypotheses are designed to ascertain differ¬
ential social conditions under which value-behavior discrepancy may
occur.

We can also try to ascertain the consequences of value-

behavior discrepancy for the organization.

Once consequence may be

higher or lower member job satisfaction.
Our final hypothesis rests on the assumption that if organ¬
izational values are significant to the behavior of organization
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members then value-behavior discrepancy will result in consequences
for the organization.

There will be times when an individual's values

are very different from the behaviors he observes around him.

He may

be involved in leadership behaviors he may not see as consistent with
his own values.

For instance, superiors in the hierarchy may be pres¬

suring an administrator to "crack down" on his employees to increase
output indicators.

The administrator may value the feedback he re¬

ceives from his employees that current conditions prohibit increased
production.

Yet, since his position is perhaps on the line, the

administrator raises production standards and orders his employees to
conform to those standards.

If the administrator sees his own values

as accurate and important to the performance of his job then we would
expect him to experience a good deal of dissatisfaction with his job
because of his inability to exhibit leadership behaviors consistent
with his own values.
H^

Hence our seventh hypothesis.

Organization members who exhibit high value-behavior dis¬
crepancy will exhibit low degrees of job satisfaction.

The above hypothesis is concerned with job satisfaction be¬
cause an individual is more likely to feel that he has access to
avenues for advancement, recognition and control over his own work
environment if he believes that his own values are consistent with
behaviors expected of him.

We expect this type of job satisfaction to

occur even in autocratic organizations.

People who identify with
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autocratic types of values may indeed find opportunities for achieve'
ment, recognition and perhaps even limited autonomy within their own
understanding of those terms.

Chapter III

METHODOLOGY

The Value Concept Applied to a Questionnaire
If we are to talk about conceived values on the organizational
level, it will be necessary to define values at a level of specificity
appropriate to organizational life.

As mentioned in Chapter

I,

the

Rokeach Value Survey has been criticized for presenting value concepts
in overly general human terms, making it difficult for respondents to
identify with the choices presented to them.
Organizations have been under study for some time and as a
result, we know a good deal about some of the basic processes that
take place in organizations.

In studying organizational values, we

should be concerned with those processes that we already know are of
significance to the behavior of organization members.

Also, we should

hopefully deal with values that are of importance to organizational
analysts who hope to improve organizations by instilling certain
values as a part of their change efforts.
Leadership processes fit both the criteria mentioned above.
We know that leadership styles affect organizational behavior.

Im¬

proved "leadership styles" is the subject of many a seminar in the
field of management consulting.

Probably one of the most familiar

surveys available to identify leadership styles as organizational
characteristics is Likert's "Profile of Organizational
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Characteristics" (Likert, 1967).

Through this survey, Likert identi¬

fies the various leadership processes or behaviors that are prevalent
in an organization.

The survey asks the respondent to identify var¬

ious behaviors that appear on continuums which correspond to a strong
ordinal response scale.

On the one end of the scale the respondent

may choose to identify processes that are considered by Likert to be
Exploitative, Authoritative (System 1 in Likert's Terminology).

The

responses intervally move toward the other end of the continuum with
responses representing processes that identify three more general
types of leadership processes: Benevolent Authoritative (System 2),
Consultive (System 3), and finally at the other end of the continuum,
Participative Group (System 4).
Likert's Survey identifies the behaviors that organization
members perceive exist.

This instrument will be used in this study to

identify the leadership behaviors and processes that are in practice
at the time of the study.
Organization members may also be presented with the leadership
processes identified in Likert's Survey and asked to choose the
leadership process they would prefer to exist in the organization.
the Likert Survey leadership processes are placed before the respon¬
dent so that the subject might choose his/her preferred leadership
processes then, according to our definition of values, we will be
obtaining an indication of the conceived values that might be

If

i
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operating in the organization.
Chapter I to read:

We could amend our definition in

A conceived value is defined as a conception of

the desirable which is implied by a set of preferential responses to
alternative leadership system processes that are significant to indi¬
vidual or organization action.

This is so because the leadership

process can be thought of as a means for the accomplishment of organ¬
izational objectives.

An adapted Likert Survey will be used in this

research design to identify the conceived values of individuals in
organizations.

Those adaptations to the survey will be discussed in

the next two sections.
The adaptation of the Likert Survey as a value measurement
instrument addresses the following criticisms of the currently popular
Rokeach Value Survey.
1. It is based on a clear definition of the value concept
that delineates the limitations of a questionnaire approach to the
study of values.

Only conceived values are expected to be found.

2. It is conceptually simple that so it identifies preferred
means of organizational actions that are specific and relevant to
individuals in organizations.
3. The Likert Survey overlays less external meaning on the
responses of the subjects because they may choose among four descrip¬
tions of reality which are entirely possible.

In addition, a respon¬

dent' s choice on one process does not automatically determine the
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respondent's score on another process.

Each question on the survey is

used to identify the respondent's preferences with regard to a partic¬
ular aspect of the four descriptions of reality the whole question¬
naire is designed to identify.

The sum or average of the respondent's

preferences will generally indicate the leadership system the subject
values.
The next two sections discuss the Likert Survey as it will be
used to identify behaviors and values in more detail.

Member behaviors.
Characteristics"

Likert's survey "Profile of Organizational

(1967, pp. 197-211) will be used to identify the

organizational behaviors of organization members.

This survey was

described earlier when the applied definition of the value concept was
discussed.

Likert performed reliability tests on this instrument.

He

used Pearson's coefficient of correlation (all greater than .73) to
check for consistency among answers to questions about organizational
characteristics.

Corrected split-half reliability coefficients

(Spearman-Brown) of +.94 to +.99 were identified for the final version
of the survey.
Likert concluded that the survey could "be used as a reliable
instrument to measure the nature of the management system of any
organization "in which there is at least a minimum level of control or
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coordination"

(p. 122).

A copy of a shortened version of the survey

is included in Appendix 1.

Member values.

Likert's "Profile of Organizational Character¬

istics" describes behaviors in the organization which members may
value as preferred behaviors.

The intent of using Likert's Survey is

to identify individuals' real preferences for particular organization
behaviors.

Likert's reliability tests were done primarily under

conditions where respondents were asked to describe the actions they
experienced.

It is quite another question to ask respondents their

conceptions of their own preferences.

As part of this research de¬

sign, and as a contribution to the investigation of the relative
merits of conceived values as variables pertinent to organizational
behavior, the following question will be subjected to similar reli¬
ability testing as was the "Profile of Organizational Characteristics."
The following question attempts to direct the power of the survey to
the study of conceived values.
On the lines below each organizational item, please place a P
at the point which, to the best of your knowledge describes your real
preferences with regard to the way you think your organization should
operate (P=prefer). Treat each item as if it was continuous from
the extreme at one end to that at the other.
In studying values we must be careful not to overlay external
meaning on the values people express.

When the value question is

tested, we can avoid doing so to some extent by asking subjects, on a
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separate question, to go back over the survey and indicate how impor¬
tant each item is to their concerns with organizations.

If reli¬

ability tests are significant, only those items frequently identified
as important will be used as dimensions of the instrument recommended
for future study.

Pretest method.

The actual pretest of the value survey will

be reported in Chapter IV.

The value instrument will be pretested in

an organizational setting that has some degree of coordination so that
members will understand the types of leadership behaviors put before
them on the instrument.

There should be at least 20 respondents to

provide sufficient results for a pretest.

The number of items that

should be used as values and the method of selecting those items will
be explained in more detail in Chapter IV.

Critique of Likert.

Likert did use his survey in a manner

similar to the one proposed in this research design.

Likert used a

question similar to the above question to identify the leadership
processes managers "would like" to see in their organizations (Likert,
1967, p. 13).

Therefore, it seems that using a value oriented ques¬

tion like the one proposed in this research design is an appropriate
type of modification of the Likert Survey.
Unfortunately, Likert failed to continue this direction in his
subsequent investigation of organizational behavior.

Rather, he used
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the preference type question in his work to demonstrate manager's
desire to have System 4 type leadership processes.
(1967) advocates a System 4 approach to leadership.

Likert's book
The question was

only used to motivate the reader to identify with the leadership con¬
cepts Likert was offering to the business community.
Likert did not discuss at length the relevance of a manager's
desires to the behavior of the organization members.

He did present

short case studies on the tendency for some managers to subvert the
work of others when their management styles differed (Likert, 1967, p.
112).

Case studies like these point to the need for empirical studies

such as this, that seek to identify the relevance of manager's values
to member behaviors.
Finally, Likert did not report the reliability of the
preference-type question when used in conjunction with the leadership
processes in his survey.

Network analysis.

A network analysis (Rogers and Rogers,

1975) may be performed by providing each member of an organization
with a list of the names of the other members of the organization.
Each respondent will then be asked to select the three individuals the
subject most frequently communicates with about job and organization¬
ally related matters.

The responses to this question by each employee

will enable the researcher to map the communication patterns and
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patterns of choice frequencies within the organization.

The maps

resulting from the network analysis will allow the researcher to
identify liaisons according to the operational definitions described
earlier.

One hundred percent of the potential respondents must com¬

plete the communication questionnaire if the maps are to accurately
reflect the communication patterns within the organization.
An example of a network analysis survey form is provided in
Appendix II.

Job Satisfaction.

Respondents will be asked to indicate their

degree of job satisfaction by responding to the following three questions.
How satisfied are you with your job at (organization)?
Very dissatisfied
12

3

Very satisfied
4
5

Would you advise a close friend of yours to apply for a job in
this organization?
Strongly advise against
12

Wouldn* t matter to me
Strongly recommend
3
4
5
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If you were given an offer to perform the same type of work
you do now at another organization for the same pay and benefits,
would you take the job?
I would strongly
like to change jobs
Wouldn11 matter to me
1
2
3

I have a strong
preference to stay
4
5

Operational Definitions
Individuals with formal positions of authority.

Subjects will

be considered as having formal authority if they are listed in the
official organizational charts and documents that describe the duties
and responsibilities of organizational members.

First line super¬

visors will be considered to have formal positions of authority.

Communication liaisons.

Subjects will be considered to have

liaison characteristics if, according to their responses to a network
analysis survey, they interpersonally connect two or more groups
within the organization, without belonging to any of the groups.
Individuals will be considered liaisons if they have mutual choice
communication with two or more other organization members who are in
different-divisions, departments, or work sections within the organ¬
ization.
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Mutual Choice Communication Frequency
Mutual choice frequency is defined as the number of times mem¬
bers within a collectivity (managers or liaisons) mutually select each
other as communication partners when each is asked to choose the per¬
son with whom they communicate most frequently.

It should be noted

that each person will be selecting communication partners from all
the members in the organization not just from a list of managers or
liaisons.

Subject Organizations
The research should be carried out in an organizational set¬
ting.

It is designed to be carried out in one organization.

A study

of a magnitude that would allow many organizations to be examined and
that would provide high levels of confidence in applying the research
results to organizations in general is desirable.

However, a study of

this size is beyond the resources of this researcher and of most of
the researchers who will be able to take advantage of the research
design.
As a result, the research has been designed as a case study.
Findings from the study should be used only to generally describe the
tendencies of the organization under study.
It is important that the organization be large enough to pro¬
vide for groups of managers and liaisons that are mutually exclusive.
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In addition, the larger the subgroups of organization members, the
easier it will be to demonstrate levels of confidence in the analysis.
The advantage of survey research is the ability to gather data
from a large number of subjects in a relatively efficient manner.
Thus, this research design may be carried out in a very large organi¬
zation, one that will provide substantial numbers of individuals
within the various groups.

The researcher should be aware that the

network analysis becomes increasingly complex with the number of
participants in the study.

A large organization with 100 or 200

people would require a computer as an aid in the quantification of the
various possible communication links.

Thus, this research may be

carried out in a larger organization but the largeness of the organ¬
ization will be a function of the time, money, and the quantification
and analysis tools available to the researcher.
The research may be done in a smaller organizations with the
following stipulations attached to the selection of the organization.
1) There should be several levels of management so that the
number of managers involved in the study will be great enough to com¬
pare with the number of non-managers in the organization.
2) The organization should be sufficiently differentiated in
structure so that the number of divisions, bureaus, or sections will
provide a communication framework within which the researcher might
expect a number of liaisons to exist.
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Normally, both of the above two conditions will be found in
larger organizations.

However, a smaller organization employing pro¬

fessionals with many different specialty areas may be found to display
these characteristics also.
Since the Student's t-test is suggested in this research
design, an organization with thirty members may be used if it meets
the above two conditions.
as five in number.

A subgroup in this case could fall as low

If, in the case of a larger organization, all of

the subgroups were found to contain over thirty members, the re¬
searchers should move to a Z statistic to test for difference between
means.
A final note about the organizations that may be used in the
study is in order.

As noted before, the network analysis requires a

100 percent response rate.

The success of the research will depend on

the researcher's relationship to the organization members.

The re¬

search will be the most successful when there is a feeling among the
members that the survey addresses their concerns.

The more members

that share a commitment to participating in the survey, the more
likely is a 100 percent response rate.

Therefore, this research

design is most likely to be successful when the researcher has seri¬
ously considered the interests of the organization before the research
design is implemented.
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Statistical Analysis
The first six hypotheses will involve the statistical evalu¬
ation of mean scores for groups that are being compared.

Since the

groups can be expected to be relatively small samples of an organi¬
zation' s membership, a one-tailed t-test will be used to determine
significant differences in means when groups are compared.

The means

to be tested are listed below.
X

= the mean value-behavior discrepancy of members in posi¬
tion of authority

X^ = the mean value-behavior discrepancy of members who are
not in positions of authority
X^ = the mean value-behavior discrepancy of members who are
liaisons
X^ = the mean value-behavior discrepancy of members who are
not liaisons
X_ = the mean value-behavior discrepancy of members who are
5

liaisons and who are also in positions of authority

5L6

= the mean value-behavior discrepancy of members who are
in positions of authority and who exhibit high mutual
choice communication frequencies*

*High = upper half of the range of mutual choice frequencies
found within collections of individuals.
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= the mean value-behavior discrepancy of members who are
in positions of authority and who exhibit low mutual
choice communication frequencies*
Xg = the mean value-behavior discrepancy of members who are
liaisons and who exhibit high mutual choice communication
frequencies
X^ = the mean value-behavior discrepancy of members who are
liaisons and who exhibit low mutual choice communication
frequencies
Hypotheses:

2
H3=

X

2

H.: X < X.
4 5 3

X < X,,
3 4

V

< xx

«6:

X5

X <X

6

X

8

7

<

X

9

Hypothesis seven will be subjected to Gamma (y) to determine
the degree of association between value-behavior discrepancy (Yp) and
job satisfaction (J ) for organization members.
O

H : High Y

+

= Low J

++

/Do

*Low = lower half of the range of mutual choice frequencies
found within collections of individuals.
+

High and Low are Top and Bottom 50% respectively of the
score range for value-behavior discrepancy means.
++

High and Low and Top and Bottom 50% respectively of the
score ranges for job satisfaction.
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Analysis of the value portion of the survey in terms of reli¬
ability will be done with coefficient of correlation and the splithalf reliability coefficient (Spearman/Brown).

The purpose of sub¬

jecting the value portion of the survey to a split-half reliability
test is to determine the degree to which responses are internally
consistent.

This test will determine the extent to which respondents

are making value choices which are logically consistent with each
other.

Likert (1967) found high degrees of such consistency when the

survey was focusing on members' perceptions of preferable behaviors
because the behaviors the survey includes are expected to be quite
relevant to organizational life.

They are specific enough to allow

respondents to make conceptual choices without unknowingly contra¬
dicting themselves on questions identifying similar values.
In analyzing the value portion of the survey, we would expect
an adjusted split-half reliability coefficient (r) of better than 70.
This test will be completed as part of this research design.

Chapter IV

PRETEST OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE

As part of this research design, the questionnaire used to
identify the values of individuals was pretested to determine the
degree of clarity and internal reliability displayed by the question¬
naire.

The entire questionnaire as it was used in the pretest is in¬

cluded in Appendix I.
The reader should note that the questionnaire used in the pre¬
test is a shortened version of Likert's "Profile of Organizational
Characteristics" (1967).

This shortened version (Albrook, 1967) has

never been reported to have been subjected to reliability pretests.
Therefore, as a part of this research design both the behavior section
of the questionnaire (Instruction 2) and the value section of the
questionnaire (Instruction 1) were subjected to internal reliability
tests.
Validity is a much more difficult aspect of questionnaire
design to measure.

The validity of the questionnaire will, for the

most part, depend on how well the results of the actual study fit the
substantive theory and hypothesis.

However, as a part of the pretest,

the respondents were asked to indicate how important the values they
expressed on the questionnaire were to them.

This measure indicated

whether or not the questionnaire forced subjects to respond to
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questions which might have been irrelevant to them and their work
environment.
The questionnaire did display a high degree of internal con¬
sistency in measuring values and behavior.

In addition, the values

expressed by the respondents seemed to be important to the respond¬
ents.

Procedures
The questionnaire.

Although the specific organizational

processes (Items 1-19) are in content the same as those listed in the
original shortened version (Albrook, 1967), minor modifications have
been made for purposes of clarity and implementation.

For instance,

in Albrook's questionnaire, all of the items were placed on scales
having only four divisions with autocratic means on the left side of
the page and all the democratic means on the right hand side of the
page.

The questionnaire in Appendix I displayed each item on a

twenty unit scale and the direction of the scales were reversed for
Items 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15, and 18.

The reason the pretest question¬

naire was given more units for measurement was to make the question¬
naire more sensitive to variations in perceptions of behavior and in
conceptions of values.

The directions of the scales were reversed to

avoid response set, a condition where respondents tend to answer
questions by placing responses on the same points of the scales for
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all the items without reading the items.

Reversing the scales forces

the respondent to read the items more closely in order to find the
point on the scale that best answers the question.
The pretest questionnaire also went through a thorough review
for clarity problems in the language originally taken from Albrook's
questionnaire.

Specific attention was given to the elimination of

technical language.

Other changes simply made it clearer to the sub¬

jects what the referents of the questions were.

The basic content of

the original Albrook questionnaire was left unchanged.
The major changes to the Albrook questionnaire were Instruc¬
tions 1 and 2.

The Albrook questionnaire had no formal instructions.

In the pretest questionnaire, the instructions were used to change the
focus of Items 1 through 19 from conceptions of values (Instruction 1)
to perceptions of behavior (Instruction 2).
This research has adopted the definition of conceived values
as conceptions of preferred means or ends.

In the pretest question¬

naire, we are concerned with means as leadership processes that take
place in organizations (Items 1-19).

Thus, the respondents were asked

in Instruction 1 to express their preferences with respect to the
processes (Items 1-19) listed in the questionnaire.

These were the

subject's value responses.
Instruction 2 asked the respondents to identify for each item
where they felt their organization fell on the scale representing
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possible leadership processes that could be used by the respondent's
superiors.

These responses are the subjects' perceptions of behavior

in the organization.
Instead of using two separate questionnaires to identify value
and behaviors, the respondents were asked to indicate both responses
on the same questionnaire.

Thus, each scale had a value response

(P=preference) and a behavior response (N=now).

Brevity was the main

reason for combining both responses on one questionnaire.

The ques¬

tionnaire takes time from the subject's normal work responsibilities.
Brevity is a major advantage for any survey research conducted in
organizations where subjects must fill out questionnaires during the
course of their regular duties.

The subjects.
Personnel Division.

The pretest was conducted in the Montana State
The questionnaire was administered to all manag¬

erial, supervisory and professional personnel in the Division.

Cler¬

ical and technical personnel who were not in a supervisory capacity
were not included in the pretest.
The Montana State Personnel Division is a newly created
division of the executive branch of the state government.

It can be

considered an innovative agency in the sense that its primary respon¬
sibility is the creation and implementation of a centralized personnel
system within the state of Montana.

This is the first such personnel
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system to exist in Montana.

As might be expected, the division em¬

ploys a large proportion of professional staff.

The tasks of the

agency members can largely be considered nonroutine.

They are in the

process of creating new personnel systems and implementing them.

In

short, they are highly involved in managing change in state govern¬
ment.
There are four bureaus within the division: Job Classifica¬
tion, Merit System, Labor Relations, and Employee Relations.

In addi¬

tion, there is a Director's Office which coordinates and manages the
four bureaus.
The Montana Personnel Division was selected for the pretest
because of its size, location, and relative degree of structural dif¬
ferentiation and coordination.
division.

All total, there are 56 members in the

The size of the division enabled a pretest under conditions

that posed no severe financial constraints to the researcher.

Also,

only 20 subjects are necessary for a reliability test using Pearson's
r.

The location of the division was also an advantage to the re¬

searcher in that large amounts of time were not needed to travel to
and from the research site.

The major reason for selecting the Divi¬

sion was the high degree of coordination and differentiation that
existed within the Division.

Even though the Division is small (56

members), there are three levels of supervision and four bureaus.
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The questionnaire is concerned with leadership processes.

It

is appropriate that the organization being studied display conditions
like those above that allow members to observe and be involved in
leadership processes.

The results of the pretest could be misleading

if the subjects are confused about formal communication channels with¬
in the agency.

Respondents will have a difficult time relating to

leadership processes if there is little or no coordination displayed
in the agency.
It is acknowledged by the researcher that the State Personnel
Division may be considered a unique type of organization due to its
innovative and professional character.

The researcher suggests that

the reliability measures used in this chapter be repeated in another
pretest should another researcher decide to use the questionnaire in
a more routine, nonprofessional type of agency.

Future researchers

should not expect reliability indicators to vary significantly unless
the organization under study has little or no coordination within its
structure (Likert, 1967).

Administration of the questionnaire.

All of the questionnaires

used in the pretest were administered over a three hour span of time.
The researcher went to the organization and hand delivered the ques¬
tionnaires to each subject.

He instructed the subjects not to dis¬

cuss the questionnaire or their responses to the questionnaire with
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other organization members.

The subjects were instructed to return

the completed questionnaire to the envelope marked "Surveys" located
in a central location for each bureau.

All subjects were asked to have

the questionnaire returned by a specified time (maximum of three hours
later).

In most cases, the bureau chief accompanied the researcher as

he distributed the questionnaires.

The bureau chiefs were helpful in

introducing the researcher and in explaining the agency's reason for
participating in the survey.
The researcher was very conscious of feedback about the ques¬
tionnaire.

At the end of the questionnaire the respondents were asked

to write any comments they had about the questionnaire or about prob¬
lems they had in responding to it.

Although the researcher did not

stay with each subject while the questionnaire was filled out, he did
tell all the subjects that he would be "floating" around the Division
and would be happy to discuss any comments or questions about the
questionnaire.
A cover letter (Appendix I) accompanied the questionnaire.
The cover letter explained the purpose of the survey and guaranteed
the anonymity of the subjects.
A total of 27 questionnaires were distributed to managers,
supervisors, and professionals.

Four of the questionnaires were

returned by mail because they were not completed in time for the
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researcher to collect them.

These four questionnaires were not used

in the pretest because of possible contamination of results due to
discussion of the survey.

The subjects might not have felt that

anonymity was safely guarded, since the questionnaires were mailed by
the Director's Office.
The initial response rate was 100 percent.

Two questionnaires

were incorrectly filled out and were discarded, bringing the total
discarded questionnaires to six.

The total came to 21 questionnaires

that were used in the reliability analysis.

This yields an adjusted

response rate of 78 percent.

Methods of analysis.

A split-half reliability test was used

to analyze the degree of internal reliability or homogeneity within
the questionnaire.

In addition, the means of the importance scores

for each value response was calculated.
Quite simply, a split-half reliability test involves dividing
the questionnaire into halves, normally the even numbered versus the
odd numbered items.

Each half of the questionnaire is assumed to

represent the whole questionnaire.

The respondents' scores are com¬

pared for the two halves of the questionnaire.

The correlation be¬

tween the scores on the two parts is considered to be the equivalence
coefficient of a questionnaire half as long as the original one.
coefficient may be adjusted to become the estimated coefficient of

This
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equivalence for the whole questionnaire by means of the SpearmanBrown formula.

The resulting correlation is called the corrected

split-half reliability for the whole questionnaire.

A test with a

corrected split-half reliability of .70 or greater is considered to
have a high degree of internal reliability.
Pearson's r was used in this pretest as the correlation sta¬
tistic.

The corrected split-half reliability correlation for the

behavior responses to the questionnaire and for the value responses
to the questionnaire were computed.

In addition, for both types of

responses, a Pearson's r was computed for each half of the question¬
naire as it was compared to the whole questionnaire.

These correla¬

tions were used to lend additional information to the split-half
reliability tests.
In this pretest, it was decided that any value response that
was repeatedly identified by the subjects as having little importance
(2), no importance (1) should not be used to ascertain the values of
the subjects in an organizational environment.

Thus, any value

response that did not maintain a mean importance score of 3.00 (aver¬
age importance to the subject) or greater, was excluded from the
value portion of the questionnaire.
The reader may refer to the last page of Appendix I for the
specific instructions given to subjects about identifying the impor¬
tance of their value responses.
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Results
Three categories of results are reported here.

First, general

comments are made about the subjects' reactions to the questionnaire.
These comments are feedback given to the researcher as written com¬
ments on the questionnaire or personal communication during the admin¬
istration of the questionnaire.

Second, the results of the internal

reliability tests will be explained.

Third, the results of subjects'

ratings of their own value responses in terms of their importance to
the subjects will be reported.

General comments.
accepted.

The questionnaire was generally well

Informal discussion with the subjects reveals a genuine

understanding of and interest in the questionnaire.

Many expressed a

particular interest in the results of the analysis.

Many commented

on the crucial nature of some of the issues addressed by the survey.
As evidenced by the manner in which the surveys were filled
out, almost all of the subjects understood the instructions.

There

were, however, a couple of questionnaires incorrectly filled out.
There is no evidence to indicate whether these problems resulted from
either unclear instructions or from a general hesitancy about filling
out the questionnaire.
A couple of subjects remarked that Item 4 was confusing because
of the way numbers are used under the scale to identify the various
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methods of control.

It is suggested to future researchers that they

use more space and write out all the combinations of control techniques

Internal Reliability
Internal reliability is the consistency with which the sub¬
jects respond to the items on the questionnaire.

Table 1 will be used

in the explanation of internal reliability.

Table 1.

Internal Reliability for Behavior and Value Responses
Behavior
Responses

Value
Responses

Corrected splithalf reliability

.92

.85

Pearson's r- E,0

.85

.74

Pearson's r- E,W

.96

.92

Pearson's r- 0, W

.96

.95

n

=21

E = the mean of the even items for each respondent.
0 = the mean of the odd items for each respondent.
W = the mean of all the items on the questionnaire for each
respondent.

In Table 1 we note that the reliability tests reveal high
correlation coefficients for both behavior responses and value
responses.
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When the questionnaire is split into halves for behavior
reponsesy the correlation between the two halves, when given to a
sample of 21 subjects, is found to be .85.

This coefficient of .85 is

corrected to represent the estimated equivalence coefficient for the
whole questionnaire of .92 (corrected split-half reliability).

The

correlation coefficient between the even numbered behavior responses
and the behavior responses for the whole questionnaire is .96.

The

correlation between the odd numbered behavior responses and the be¬
havior responses for the whole questionnaire is also .96.
When the questionnaire is split into halves for the value
responses, the correlation between the two halves is .74.

The cor¬

rected split-half reliability for the value responses on the whole
questionnaire becomes .85.

The correlation between the even numbered

value responses and the value responses for the whole questionnaire is
.92.

The correlation between the odd numbered value responses and the

value responses for the whole questionnaire is .95.

Value importance.

All of the value responses to all nineteen

items were identified consistently as important to the respondent.
The means of the importance scores of all the respondents for each of
the items on the questionnaire were graphed.
was the result.

The chart in Figure 1
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Although some values seem to be more important to the subjects
than others, it is apparent in Figure 1 that no value response was
marked as having little importance (2) or no importance (1) frequently
enough to bring the mean of the importance scores for any item down
to average importance or below (3.0 or less).
The subjects seemed to place the most importance on their
values for Items 1, 2, and 3.

These items are concerned with the

superiors' confidence in the subordinates, the subordinates' feedback
to superiors about problems, and the superiors' solicitation of the
ideas of the subordinate.

The subjects seemed to place less importance

on their values in Items 16 and 18.

Both of these items are concerned

with the amount of resistance there is to both goals and the formal
organization.

The low score on Item 19 is caused by no responses

for two subjects.

Discussion of Results
The discussion of results is divided into two parts.

The

first discussion deals with the results from the internal reliability
tests.

The second discussion deals with the results of the subjects'

importance rating of their own values.

Internal reliability.

The high reliability coefficients

derived from the comparison of items with the questionnaire reveals
the consistency among the responses of each subject.

In the case of
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the subjects' perceptions of behavior within the organization that
consistency (.92) supports the idea that the component parts of the
questionnaire (Items 1-19) tend to depict behaviors that one would ex¬
pect to find either in a System 1, System 2, System 3, or System 4
organization (Likert, 1967).

Thus, this shortened version of Likert's

"Profile of Organizational Characteristics" displays approximately the
same internal reliability coefficients as did Likert's original pro¬
file.

In other words, organization members tend to display behaviors

that are generally consistent with each other.

A superior who lacks

confidence in his/her subordinates (System 1 behavior) will seldom if
ever solicit and use their ideas (System 4 behavior).

The high reli¬

ability coefficient indicates that subjects understand the processes
depicted in the questionnaire well enough to respond to them as con¬
sistently as one would expect them to normally occur in reality.
In the case of the subjects' conceptions of their own values,
if inconsistencies were found among value responses, the researcher
might have to question how well the subjects understood the items they
were selecting as values.

Such inconsistency might indicate that the

values indicated on the questionnaire were of no consequence to the
subject.
values.

He, therefore, would spend little effort expressing his true
However, in this pretest, the internal reliability of the

value responses was .85.

Given most efforts to obtain reliable
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measures of values in the social sciences, this correlation is quite
high.
As can be seen in Table 1, the internal reliability of the
behavior responses was higher than the internal reliability of the
value responses.

This is not surprising.

It is generally much easier

to assess the world one observes every day than to identify the values
one holds as an individual.

Nonetheless, despite this relatively

lower score, it must be stressed that an .85 coefficient is a high
value response correlation.
The purpose for correlating the even and odd numbered re¬
sponses with the responses from the whole questionnaire was to find
out if the even or odd numbered responses significantly changed the
internal reliability of the questionnaire when they were compared to a
constant set of scores representing the whole questionnaire.

If the

correlation between the odd numbered responses and all the responses
was different from the correlation between even numbered responses and
all the responses, then the half of the questionnaire that cause the
lower correlation must be investigated further to identify unclear or
ambiguous questions within that half of the questionnaire.
There seemed to be no difference between the part-whole cor¬
relations for the behavior responses.
behavior responses were both .96.

The r-E,W
- and the
r- - for the
0,W

It appears that none of the even or

odd items seem to pose clarity problems that would particularly affect
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the overall internal reliability of the behavior responses for the
whole questionnaire.
There appears to be little difference between the part-whole
correlations for the value responses.
sponses was .92.

The r- - for the value reE,W

The r- - for the value responses was .95.

Of w

None of

the even or odd items seem to pose clarity problems that would par¬
ticularly affect the overall internal reliability of the value re¬
sponses for the whole questionnaire.

Importance of values.

All of the items in the questionnaire

seem to be important processes that can be used as referents for indi¬
viduals' values when those individuals are studied in an organiza¬
tional setting.

The real validity of the items on the questionnaire

as referents for values will become more apparent when the question¬
naire results are compared to the substantive hypotheses.

The pretest

results have indicated that subjects do feel that the values tapped by
this questionnaire are relevant to them.

This evidence suggests that

the questionnaire should be useful in identifying values that might
influence individuals' behaviors in organizations.

Evaluation of procedures.

The major criticism of the pretest

procedure is the lack of control over situational factors that may
have influenced the pretest results.
to field study technique.

Such lack of control is common

However, some methods could have been
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adopted to gain more control over the pretest setting.

The way the

administration of the survey took place can account for two problems
in the results.

1) The feedback from the subjects about the ques¬

tionnaire may have been more informative.

2) Contaminating events

such as discussion of the questionnaire were not closely controlled.
A lack of adequate feedback from the subjects prevented the
researcher from identifying the causes for two questionnaires being
incorrectly filled out.

Also, it is not known why two respondents

failed to answer Item 19.

Most of the oral comments the researcher

picked up while "floating" around the Division were general and diffi¬
cult to apply to specific problems in the questionnaire.
ments were positive.

Most com¬

However, the researcher did not talk to all of

the subjects about the questionnaires after they had been completed,
so it is quite likely that many negative comments could have been made
about the questionnaire, but not to the researcher.
The feedback problems could have been minimized if the re¬
searcher would have stayed with each subject while the subject filled
out the qustionnaire.

The researcher could then formally ask for

feedback about specific problems the subject had with the items.

If

the researcher would have spent more than three hours in the Personnel
Division three more subjects would have been able to respond without
mailing their questionnaires two days later.

Three questionnaires

could then have been used in the internal reliability analysis.
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The researcher really had no control over the amount of con¬
tamination that took place due to situational factors.

Although sub¬

jects were told not to discuss the questionnaire until they were all
completed, there is no guarantee that discussion did not take place.
It is quite possible that subjects were disturbed with frequent phone
calls and visits from clients and other subjects.
In a field study, the best way to minimize contamination of
results is by bringing all the subjects to one room away from their
work.

The questionnaires should have been administered to all the

subjects at the same time.

All subjects would receive exactly the

same instructions and discussion could be eliminated.
The reason the researcher did not pursue either of the above
alternatives was primarily a factor of the time available to the
researcher.

The researcher did not have a whole day to spend in the

organization due to other demands on his time.

The director of the

personnel division was rightly concerned about using the most con¬
venient approach in using his employees' time.
The degree of control of situational factors exercised in
this pretest is significantly greater than the control available if
the subjects had been mailed the questionnaires.

The time involved in

mailing would probably have lowered the response rate and provided
more opportunity for subject interaction about the questionnaire.
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Having subjects go over one questionnaire three times (1)
value response,

(2) behavior response, and (3) importance response)

seemed to be a successful approach to getting a great deal of infor¬
mation without the normal replication of three similar questionnaires.
There is no indication that this technique of questionnaire design
seriously complicated the internal reliability results or confused the
subjects.

It is possible that the second time the subject went over

the survey (behavior response) he was more familiar with the items and
was able to respond more accurately to the items than during the first
viewing of the questionnaire (value responses).

This might account

for part of the higher internal reliability found in the behavior
responses.

Conclusions
The questionnaire suggested in this research design was pre¬
tested on 21 subjects who were employed by the Montana State Personnel
Division.

The subjects were management, supervisory, and professional

personnel.
For this group of subjects, the questionnaire was found to be
high in internal reliability in its measurement of perceptions of
behaviors in the organization and in its measurement of the subjects'
conceptions of their own values.
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The internal reliability was tested with a split-half reli¬
ability test.

The corrected split-half reliability for the whole

questionnaire for the value responses was found to be .85.

The cor¬

rected split-half reliability for the whole questionnaire for behavior
responses was .92.

These findings suggest that the questionnaire is

understood by the subject well enough that they can respond to the
items on the questionnaire with a high degree of logical consistency.
This chapter has reported the internal reliability of the question¬
naire to provide future researchers with some indication of the
strength of this questionnaire in measuring the concevied values
defined in this research design.
The importance of the value responses to the subjects has been
identified in this chapter.

All of the items (1-19) in the question¬

naire seem to be relevant to the subjects if the subjects consider
those items to be their values in the form of preferred leadership
processes.

Even though the internal reliability results indicate a

general understanding of the questionnaire by the subjects, the reader
should be aware that all the feedback about the pretest was probably
not gathered.

The reader should also be aware that the conditions

under which the pretest took place did not provide strong controls
over contaminating factors such as discussion of the survey and work
interruptions while the subjects filled out the survey.
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Appendix I also contains three questions about the subjects?
job satisfaction.

In Chapter V the job satisfaction of the subjects

is compared to the value-behavior discrepancy of the subjects (defined
in Chapter II).

This pretest comparison of these variables will lead

to some of the results that one might expect to find during the im¬
plementation of actual research design.

Also in Chapter V, the re¬

search design is summarized and implications for future use of the
research design are discussed.

Chapter V

CONCLUSIONS, EXPECTED RESULTS, AND SUGGESTIONS
FOR FURTHER STUDY

The research design for the study of organizational values
presented in this paper addresses some central issues in the fields of
value theory and organizational development.

The conclusions that can

be drawn from the inquiries made in this paper have some important im¬
plications for the implementation of the research design, and also for
the directions future researchers may take in the study of values as
change agents for improving social organizations.

Conclusions
Theorists have offered numerous conceptualizations of values.
A comparison of the literature clearly demonstrates the lack of agree¬
ment among theorists about how values can be defined.

As a conse¬

quence, many theorists have doubted whether or not values can be
measured at all with any degree of reliability.

The obvious reasons

for such confusion among theorists are 1) the individual's inability
to describe his own values, especially the values that really might
determine the individual's behavior in society and 2) the difficulty
of imputing an individual's values from his behavior.
As a result of these difficulties, little empirical work has
been done recently in furthering our understanding of values and how
they affect empirical behavior.

The development of this research
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design has not been an attempt to add confusion to this controversial
area.

Rather, the literature has been examined to identify commonal¬

ities among various theorists' conceptualizations of values.

This

general agreement about values can be summarized in the following
statement.
Values have the characteristics of being either expressed or hidden
and they are concerned with either end states or processes of
existence.
Every attempt has been made to avoid adding another definition
of values to the maze of definitions that already exist.

Thus, this

study has applied a definition of values that has already been put
forth in the literature (Catton, 1959) .

The definition was chosen for

two reasons: 1) It lent itself to the observation of values through
the use of questionnaires, 2) it specifically delineated the type of
values that could be studied under the definition,* and 3) it fell
within the general characteristics of values that commonly appear in
the literature.

The definition of value that is adopted for this

research is: "a conception of the desirable which is implied by a set
of preferential responses to symbolic desiderata" (Catton, 1959,
p. 312).

*Only expressed or conceived values are studied as opposed to *
other types of hidden values such as operative or object values which
may not even be fully known by the individual.
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The adopted definition of values has been applied specifically
to the processes that take place in organizations.

A shortened ver¬

sion of Likert's "Profile of Organizational Characteristics" (Likert,
1967) has been used as an instrument to measure the processes that
seem to be relevant to members of organizations.

Thus, the adopted

definition of conceived values was amended to read: a conception of
the desirable which is implied by a set of preferential responses to
alternative leadership system processes that are significant to indi¬
vidual or organization action.
In this research design for the study of values, the individ¬
ual has been the focus of observation.

The organization has been the

context in which value study as been proposed.

The content of the

values studied has been concerned with leadership processes that take
place in organizations.
In short, the research design does not propose the values be
studied in a vacuum.

Rather, the study is designed to be carried out

in the field, in an organization.

It is hoped that our knowledge of

values will someday be complete enough to carry out carefully designed
studies in closely controlled situations.

However, at this stage of

our knowledge, it may be more productive to try to observe real social
systems, and in our preliminary explorations, try to describe the
relationships that we see between values and the behaviors that occur
in reality.

Even though the relationships we see may be contaminated
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by many other variables, depending on the cases we observe, the field
study approach should give the systematic observer directions for
future investigations of value-behavior relationships.
Values may be found to reside in three levels of reality.
Values may be found in the individual.

Values may be found to be held

collectively by members of social systems.

Values may also be found

to be held collectively by members of cultural systems (Parsons,
1951).
The research design has focused on the individual as the unit
of observation.

It was thought that, since the individual is the

basic unit of both social and cultural systems, the individual is the
logical place to begin researching values.

The more pragmatic, and

the major reason, was the obvious difficulty of defining and measuring
social and cultural systems.
In addition, it is usually beyond the financial resources of
most researchers to conduct studies of such magnitude that enough
organizations (social systems) are included in one study so that the
results may be attributed to organizations in general.

This problem

is even more prohibitive in the case of societies (cultural systems).
Consequently, the results of the research design can only be
attributed to the individuals or groups of individuals within the
organization under study.

The results are not intended to be
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attributed to the organization as a unit, except in generally de¬
scribing the possible tendencies of the particular organization under
study.
Since the individual was the focus of the study, the study was
expanded to include the structural question: Whose values seem to
have the most effect on members' behaviors?

Based on a review of the

literature on the power and normative processes in organizations, a
general proposition was developed about how the relationship between
values and behavior was affected by members' roles.
The proposition follows:
The discrepancy between behaviors of organization members and the
values of organization members will be differentially affected by
the roles of these members in the organization's structure.
The roles posited as affecting the discrepancy between values
and behaviors are authority positions, communication liaisons and an
individual's membership in a group.
Six hypotheses were offered as steps in the investigation of
the above proposition.

A seventh hypothesis was offered to test the

relationship between value-behavior discrepancies and the job satis¬
faction of members of the organization.
Values and behaviors were identified with the shortened ver¬
sion of the "Profile of Organizational Characteristics" (Likert,
1967).

The shortened version is in Appendix I.

A network analysis

(Rogers, Rogers, 1976) was suggested as the instrument to be used to
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identify communication liaisons and mutual choice frequencies (a
characteristic of liaisons; also used to identify collections of
individuals who communicate with each other as if they were behaving
as a group).

The network analysis survey is Appendix II.

The researcher conducted a pretest of the questionnaire used
to measure behaviors and values.

The purpose of the pretest was to

identify the internal reliability of the value responses and behavior
responses to the questionnaire.

Also, any value responses that were

identified as unimportant by the pretest group were analyzed and dis¬
carded.

The questionnaire exhibited a high degree of internal reli¬

ability for both value responses and behavior responses.

Value re¬

sponses exhibited a corrected split-half reliability of .85.
responses exhibited a split-half reliability of .92.

Behavior

There were no

value responses that were consistently identified by the pretest group
as being unimportant.

All of the processes on the questionnaire in

Appendix I (Items 1-19) were retained as preferences.

Expected Results
There are some general expectations as well as cautions that
future researchers who implement this research design should consider.
The questionnaire was pretested on a group of 21 individuals who were
all professional or managerial personnel.

Future researchers should

be careful not to generalize the pretest results to nonmanagerial,
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technical, or clerical personnel.

In the event such individuals be¬

come subjects of the study, the pretest procedures discussed in
Chapter III should be repeated as a precautionary measure.
The questionnaire should be expected to measure values and
behaviors with high degrees of internal reliability, because the items
on the questionnaire seem to be relevant to subjects who are studied
in an organizational setting.

Respondents generally seem to under¬

stand the instructions that explain the differences between value
responses (preferences) and behavior responses (perceptions of the
organization now).
A preliminary comparison of value-behavior discrepancies and
the pretest subjects' job satisfaction revealed a moderately strong
negative association between the two variables.*
supports Hypothesis 7.

Such an association

However, the pretest results represent only

managerial and professional personnel, and future researchers should
look for variations in this association depending on the character¬
istics of the subjects under study.
For example, managers may feel more involved in controlling
behavior by virtue of their job descriptions.

Should they feel that

they are unable to control the behavior of others, they may be less
satisfied with their jobs.

*Yule's Q = -.71.

Nonmanagerial personnel may feel less
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involved in controlling behavior.

A high discrepancy between their

values and their perceptions of behavior in the organization may not
affect their job satisfaction as much as it would the job satisfaction
of managers.

Nevertheless, the association is still quite high and

future researchers may expect to find moderate to moderately strong
relationships during the implementation of the design.
Future researchers should also expect to find a wide range of
value-behavior discrepancies between individuals.

The mean discrep¬

ancies from respondent to respondent ranged from 1.21 to 10.21.

The

largest discrepancy possible for each question is 19.
The discrepancies within individuals, however, were found to
be quite uniform.

This was an expected outcome because each respon¬

dent answered value and behavior responses with a good deal of con¬
sistency (internal reliability).

Value-behavior discrepancy seems to

be a variable that is depicted by the questionnaire reliably for each
respondent.

Respondents clearly differ in the amount of value-1

behavior discrepancy that occurs among them.

The combination of the

above two observations should lead future researchers to expect organ¬
ization members to be quite aware of differences between their con¬
ceived values about leadership and their perceptions of leadership
behaviors exhibited by their superiors.

Future researchers should

find value-behavior discrepancy to be an important variable in the
study of organizations.
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The research design presented in this paper has attempted to
bring our assumptions about the importance of values to behavior in
organizations to a level of empirical investigation.

The literature

examined in the paper and the results of the questionnaire pretest
seemed to indicate that the direction of study is sound and feasible.
Future researchers should realize that the definitions of value used
in the design is quite narrow.

The generalizability of the study is

also limited because of the case study approach that has been used in
its design.

Suggestions for Further Study
The values in this study concern leadership and its various
aspects of communication, goal development, control, motivation and
decision making.

These are just a few of the specific values that may

be tapped by future researchers.

Much work needs to be done to

develop reliable questionnaires that tap values about social climate
on the job, about the work environment, and about conditions outside
the organization such as family relationships and community relation¬
ships.

The questions that should be asked are: Do the values these

members hold affect their performance on the job?
about which values are the most important?

Is there agreement

What are the consequences

for the organization if values and behaviors are inconsistent?
individuals cope with value-behavior discrepancies the best?

Which
Which
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individuals in organizations can exert control over such discrep¬
ancies?

The directions of inquiry are infinite once we can measure

the values of individuals.
Questionnaire like the one presented in this study may someday
be applied as diagnostic tools.

Should value-discrepancy be found to

be a significant variable to organizational improvement, organizations
can be monitored regularly to identify changes in such discrepancies
in areas that affect performance.
The most significant question that future researchs may begin
to ask is: How do organizations affect value discrepancy?

There is

strong support for the notion that organization structure is a deter¬
minant of member behavior.
value-behavior discrepancy?

How do autocratic organizations affect
Is there more?

Is there less?

What is

the impact of a centralized authority structured on the value-behavior
discrepancies in the organization?

How do democratic organizations

affect value-behavior discrepancies?

What is the effect of a more

decentralized authority structure on value-behavior discrepancies?
Will value-behavior discrepancy gain or lose significance in different
organizations with different structural characteristics?
There is still very little research that has been done that
has successfully verified our assumptions about the relative impor¬
tance of individuals, groups, and organization structure to the values
and behaviors of organization members.

This observation is supported
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by the amount of controversy that still exists between humanists and
structuralists in the fields of public administration, organizational
development, and sociology in general.
Although on a much smaller scale than depicted above, the
research design presented in the paper assumes that values affect
structure and that structure affects values.

The hypotheses put forth

in the study are designed to test those assumptions.

The research

design is intended to point future researchers in the direction exam¬
ining the relationships between structure and human valuing instead of
focusing on only one level to explain behavior.
Until we learn more about the actual nature of the relation¬
ships between individual valuing and organization structure, public
administrators will be paying consultants for training in management
values when there is no reasonable guarantee of their effectiveness in
promoting change, regardless of how enjoyable the training programs
are for the managers.

APPENDICES
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APPENDIX I

The survey form in Appendix I is not Likert's original survey.
Instead, it is a shortened version of his survey that measures essen¬
tially the same types of organizational processes as Likert's survey.
The reason for the change is the length of Likert's survey. The shor¬
tened version designed by Albrook (1967) is intended to simplify the
questions for the respondent. A shorter survey will eliminate pos¬
sible incidents of respondent fatigue. By using a shorter survey, a
stronger case can be made for reliability on the basis of respondents'
answers to the questions, rather than on the possibility of a response
pattern developing due to the length of the survey and repetitive
nature of many of the questions on the Likert survey. A shorter sur¬
vey will take less time, and therefore, make it easier for agency
administrators to allow the study to take place in their organization.
This survey will be used in exactly the same way as the Likert survey
would have been used with respect to organizational behavior and
values.
Internal reliability tests were conducted on the new survey
when it was used in conjunction with the survey question in Chapter
III about individuals' values.
Since this test is not exactly like Likert's "Profile of
Organizational Characteristics" (1967), the behavior question was also
subjected to the internal reliability tests mentioned in Chapter III.
This should allow the researcher to account for any internal reli¬
ability problems that resulted from the shorter survey.
The reliability results are presented in Chapter IV.
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Organization Survey
of the
PERSONNEL DIVISION
of the
State of Montana

Dear Respondent,
Your cooperation in completing this survey is greatly appre¬
ciated.
The purpose of this survey is two-fold: 1) To test this ques¬
tionnaire to determine the relevance of the material included in it
to public agencies like the Personnel Division and 2) To provide the
Personnel Division with information about the management values and
practices prevalent in the Division.
The intent of this survey is to obtain an overall picture of the
management values and practices in the Division.

Therefore, I guar¬

antee that the data gathered from the survey will not reveal the
identity of any one or two individuals.
analyzed and presented collectively.
SURVEY.

Instead, the data will be

DO NOT PUT YOUR NAME ON THE

I hope you will be free to be as frank and honest as you

desire.
I will be available in the Division until 12:00, noon.
time I will collect the completed questionnaires.

At that

If you have any

questions or problems with the survey, I will be happy to talke to
you about them.
Again, I sincerely appreciate your cooperation.
Sincerely,

David R. Amick
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ORGANIZATIONAL SURVEY

Instructions:

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY - In this survey we are asking about your
relationships with your superiors in the Personnel Division

1.

On the lines below each question, place a P at the point on
the best of your knowledge, describes your true preferences
way you think your organization should operate (P«prefer).
if it was continuous from the extreme at one end to that at

the line which, to
with regard to the
Treat each item as
the other.

2.

After you have finished doing the above instructions, go back over the question¬
naire and do the following.
On the lines below each question, please place a N
at the point on the line which, in your experience, describes your organization
at the present time (N=now). Treat each item as if it was continuous from the
extreme at one end to that at the other.

ATTENTION: The boxes at the right of the pages will not be used until page 4 of the
survey.

LEADERSHIP
1.

I

How much confidence is shown in you by your superiors?

I

l

None
2.

1

I

i

I

I

I

I

i

i

i

«

i

1

i i

Substantial

Conqalete

Z7

How free do you feel to talk to your superiors about your job?

l

I

l

I

Not at all
3.
1

i

Condescending

L/

i

l

I

I

I

Not very

l

I

i

i

i

1

i t

Rather free

Fully free

Are your ideas sought and used, if worthy?
i

i

i

Seldom

i

i

i

i

i

i

Sometimes

i

u

i

i

■

i

1

i

i

Usually

Always

MOTIVATION
4.

1

Do superiors use 1) fear, 2) threats, 3) punishment, 4) rewards, and/or
5) involvement to motivate subordinates?
/ /

i

<

I

I

i

Mostly 1, 2, 3,
occasionally 4
5.
1

»

1

I

I

l

l

Mostly 4, some 3

I

I

I

i

I

I

I

i

Where is responsibility felt for achieving organization's goals?
t

i

i

i

At all levels

1

i

_j

|

i

i

1

Mostly 4,
5, 4, based on
some 3 & 5
group set goals

|

i

i

|

l

<

»

>

/ /
i

1

Fairly general Top and middle Mostly at the top
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COMMUNICATION
6.

1
Very little

1 L
A great deal
7.

Quite a bit

i i

1

1

1 i 1 1
Mostly downward

i l 1 |
Down and up

1

1

1 l 1 1
Down, up, and
sideways

u

1

ill
l
i
With caution

llli
Possibly with
suspicion

1

1

1
1
1
1
With suspicion

u

How accurate is upward communication?

1 i i i
Often wrong

10.

o

How is downward communication accepted?

1 1 1 L 1
With an open mind

9.

Little

What is the direction of information flow?

1 ( 1
Downward

8.

u

How much communication is aimed at achieving organization's objectives?

i

1

t l i 1
Censored for
the boss

1

1

i 1
Limited
accuracy

i

1

1

1

1

l

liili
Quite well

1

IIII

1
1
Accurate

LJ

How well do superiors know problems faced by subordinates?

1 i i
Very well

1

1

i

i

Some knowledge

i i i
Know little

DECISIONS
11.

1 i 1 i (
Mostly at the top

12.

1

i i l l
Policy at top,
some delegation

1

Iiii
Broad policy at
top, more dele¬
gation

1

1

i 1 1 1
Throughout but
well integrated

Who contributes the technical and professional knowledge used in
decision making in the organization?

1 i i l i
1 i i i i
To a certain
To a great extent
extent all
all qualified people
qualified people
13.

o

At what level are decisions formally made?

1

1 i 1 l
Upper and middle
managers

1

i

Are subordinates involved in decisions related to their 'work?

1 t i
Not at all

l

1

1

1 1 1 1— 1
Occasionally
consulted

1 _J 1 1
Generally
consulted

1

u
i
111
Top management

LJ
_j

l

i
i
i
Fully involved
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14. How does the way decisions are made contribute to motivating subordinates?

i

1

1

1

1

1

I

I

I

I

i

I

i

I

I

1

i

I

I i

/ /

1

Nothing, often Relatively Some contri- Substantial
weakens it
little
bution
contribution

GOALS
15.

How are organizational goals established?

1By

1
1
1
1
group action
(except in crisis)

16.

l

1 1 1 1
After discussion.
by orders from
superiors

L/

1 1 1 L
1
Orders, some comment invited from
subordinates

1

i

i i i i
Orders issued
by superiors

How much covert resistance to goals is present?

1 1 1 1 1
Strong resistance

1

t l 1 1 1
Moderate resist¬
ance

L7

1 1 l
i
Some resistance
at times

1

I

I I I
i
Little or none

CONTROL
17.

How concentrated are review and control functions?

1
i i 1 i
Highly at the top

18.

1

1

i i i |
Moderate delega¬
tion to lower
levels

1

1 i i
1
1
Quite widely shared
among employees

Are there informal groups of people who resist the formal organization?

1
i i i
No—same goals
as formal

19.

1 i 1 | i
Relatively highly
at the top

i

1

i i i i
Sometimes

1

■

1
t i
Usually

1

i

i

i

/_/
i 1
Always

What are cost, productivity, and other control data used for?

i t 1 l
Policing, punish¬
ment

1

i l 1 1
Reward and
punishment

1

l
111
Reward, some
self-guidance

1

J

1
L
i i
Self-guidance
problem solving

RETURN TO INSTRUCTION 2 ON FIRST PAGE BEFORE YOU GO ON

£
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We would like you to go over the survey just one more time. This time we would
like you to indicate in the box provided at the end of each question how important
the preference (P) you indicated is to you personally.
You may indicate how impor¬
tant each preference is to you by placing the appropriate number in the box provided
for each question.
Be as honest as you can about your feelings.
You may use the
following scale to guide your ratings of each question.
5 ■ Very Important
4 ” Important

EXAMPLE
Question A

/ /

1 P 1 1 1 1

3 ■ Average Importance

None

All

2 = Little Importance
If you placed a 4 in the above
box, it would mean that the pref
erence you indicated with P was
important to you.

1 * Not Important

REMEMBER!

We are concerned with the importance to you of the
cated with a P.

PREFERENCES

you indi-

JOB SATISFACTION
As a final step in this survey, please indicate how SATISFIED you are with your
JOB at the Personnel Division by circling the appropriate number on the line below
each question.
How satisfied are you with your job in the Personnel Division?
Very dissatisfied
1

2

3

4

Very satisfied
5

Would you advise a qualified close friend of yours to apply for a job in the
Personnel Division?
Strongly advise against
1
2

Wouldn't matter to me
3

4

Strongly recommend
5

If you were given an offer to perform the same type of work you do now at another
organization for the same pay and benefits, would you take the job?
I would strongly
I have a strong
like to change jobs
Wouldn* t matter to me
preference to stay
1
2
3
4
5
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR COOPERATION 1
Are there any further comments you would like to make about the survey or the
information the survey has required of you? Please be as specific and honest as you
wishl
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APPENDIX II

ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION
The following is a
zation. Please mark, with
with in the accomplishment
Now, in Column 2, indicate
people using the following
3. Not Often.
Name

i
i

i
j

s

*<
i

i

1)

i
|

.

-

list of the people who work in the organi¬
an X in Column 1, the people you interact
of the work you do for the organization.
how frequently you interact with these
scale: 1. Very Frequently; 2. Sometimes;

Column 1

Column 2
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